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Abstract

This study analyses the impact of cultural composition on regional attractiveness
from the perspective of migrant sorting behaviour. We use an attitudinal survey to
quantify cultural distances between natives and immigrants in the area concerned,
and estimate the migrants’ varying preferences for both cultural diversity and cultural
distance. To account for regional unobserved heterogeneity, our econometric analysis
employs artificial instrumental variables, as developed by Bayer et al. (2004a). The
main conclusions are twofold. On the one hand, cultural diversity increases regional
attractiveness. On the other hand, average cultural distance greatly weakens regional
attractiveness, even when the presence of network effect is controlled for.

Keywords: migration, cultural diversity, cultural distance, destination
choice, sorting
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1 Introduction

Economic incentives significantly determine migration flows (Borjas et al., 1992; Borjas,
1987; Carrington et al., 1996; Chiswick, 1999). Migrants tend to emigrate to areas with
relatively high wages and low moving costs. Apart from economic concerns, immigrants
also seem to care about localized social interaction in the receiving areas. Culturallydiversified areas are always found to be self-perpetuating in attracting immigrants (see,
e.g., Bakens et al., 2013; Florida, 2002; Ottaviano and Peri, 2005a; Ottaviano and Peri,
2005b)1 , which implies the importance of compositional concerns in location choice.
It should be noted, however, that cultural diversity only partially accounts for differences
in regional or urban2 attractiveness. Not only the sizes or shares of cultural groups matter
for migrants’ destination choices, but also the between-group cultural distances within
the area. Consider, for example, the case where: Region 1 is composed of 50% Dutch
and 50% Germans; region 2 is composed of 50% Dutch and 50% Turks. The two regions
are not equally attractive to migrants, although they have statistically the same level of
cultural diversity.3 Therefore, in order to describe the cultural composition of a specific
area, it is necessary to use at least two indices: “cultural diversity” and “cultural distance”.
Cultural diversity describes the compositional profile of diverse or different cultures as
opposed to monoculture in a given area. It is often measured as the probability that two
randomly selected persons from a given area will not belong to the same ethno-linguistic
group (Mauro, 1995), commonly referred to as the fractionalization index. The second
concept, cultural distance, describes how dissimilar a culture actually is among these
groups. It touches upon the specific cultural traits and characteristics of people in the
1

Other local characteristics and amenities also play significant roles in attracting migrants (Chen and
Rosenthal, 2008; Glaeser et al., 2001; Haurin, 1980; Roback, 1982; Rodríguez-Pose and Ketterer, 2012;
Scott, 2010), including weather, population density, physical setting, public goods provision, etc.
2
The words “region”, “urban”, and “area” are used interchangeably in the following text.
3
Distinctive compositions of norms, values and beliefs endow the two regions with different compositional
amenities. The consequences are shown by Card et al. (2012), who found that compositional concerns
are much more important than economic concerns in shaping natives’ anti-immigrant attitudes.
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area concerned. Similar attitudes and beliefs are usually driven by the collective “mental
programming’ of people with a similar cultural background (Hofstede et al., 2010), and
we therefore measure these by the quantitative differences in attitudinal survey responses
between the natives and the immigrants within an area. In brief, cultural diversity is
mainly a quantitative measure, while cultural distance is more a qualitative measure.4
In this paper we aim to analyse the contribution of cultural composition to regional
attractiveness for migrants. We construct a regional index for average cultural distance
(using attitudinal responses), and compare its contribution to regional attractiveness
with that of an index for regional cultural diversity. From a theoretical perspective,
diverse groups of people make an area attractive because of the accompanying diverse
consumer amenities and complementarities of skills in various sectors of the economy
(Ottaviano and Peri, 2005b), while a substantially large cultural distance between natives
and immigrants may create misunderstanding and social conflict, thus making an area
unattractive (Caselli and Coleman, 2013). We examine these possible effects by employing
an equilibrium sorting model proposed by Bayer et al. (2004a). The bottom line is the
following research question: What kind of societal cultural composition do migrants
prefer?
Two major assumptions are imposed to validate our analysis. Firstly, we assume that
migrants’ heterogeneous preferences over regional characteristics and amenities remain
relatively constant over time. Namely, the analysis is implemented on a cross-sectional
sample from the population of local migrants, who immigrated in different years. This
stable preference pattern assumption ensures that a migrant with a specific set of
individual characteristics always prefers the same regional characteristics and amenities.
It also ensures the study’s implications for future migrants’ destination choices. The

4

Despite the possible confusion of using “cultural” in both phrases (firstly connoting ethno-linguistic
classifications and secondly connoting values and beliefs), we stick to the terminologies in order to be
consistent with the literature.
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second assumption is freedom of movement: migrants derive utility from living in a
certain region and are able to move to that region with the highest utility. This ensures
the validity of a discrete choice model. The validity of both assumptions are tested by
looking at a subsample of migrants from recent years and a subsample of migrants from
the European Union.
Our main findings from this study are twofold. On the one hand, cultural diversity
enhances regional or urban attractiveness, thus confirming previous research. On the
other hand, a large average cultural distance within an area has a negative impact on
regional or urban attractiveness. In other words, even though culturally diverse areas are
very attractive to potential migrants, this advantage diminishes if there are substantially
large cultural differences between natives and immigrants in the area. This conclusion
holds especially for European Union (hereafter EU) migrants, who emigrated from one
EU member state to another.5 We also find that migrants are more likely to move to
regions that are geographically close to their countries of origin and are culturally close
to their own cultural backgrounds. However, for a migrant’s destination choice, cultural
proximity is valued almost three times as much as geographical proximity. Network effect
is found to be strong, but has diminished greatly for migrants in recent years. Our results
are robust, when we take into account the possible assimilation of migrants, a subset of
attitudinal questions, and an alternative way to describe cultural composition.
We contribute to the literature in three ways. Firstly, we address the joint incorporation
of cultural diversity and cultural distance in a nested econometric model. To the best
of our knowledge, this paper is the first attempt to identify the combined impact of
cultural diversity and cultural distance on regional or urban attractiveness. Secondly,
the measurement of cultural distance is systematically and operationally explored in this
paper, by summarizing the responses from attitudinal survey questions, and then using a

5

Non-EU migrants are those who migrate to the EU from countries outside the EU.
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principal component analysis to efficiently construct a new index for regional cultural
composition. Thirdly, we employ a new type of instrumental variable in our empirical
analysis. Unlike other culturally-related studies, in which historical and geographical
variables are often used as instruments, we apply artificial instrumental variables.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 initiates a brief discussion
on cultural diversity and cultural distance. In Section 3, we discuss the sorting model
used for our empirical analysis and the endogeneity problem to be tackled. Section 4
describes the data set and the variables, and then Section 5 presents and interprets the
estimation results. Section 6 gives the results for different robustness checks, including
those that validate our two main assumptions. All are found to be in line with our main
findings. The final section provides concluding remarks, and discusses avenues for future
research.

2 Cultural Diversity and Cultural Distance

Cultural diversity (hereafter denoted as Div) has generated a large literature in the
recent decade, as summarized by Alesina and La Ferrara (2005) and Nijkamp and Baycan
(2012). It has penetrated gradually into more and more economic issues, such as urban
or regional growth and local public goods provision. To operationalize cultural diversity,
much of the literature used an index of fractionalization to measure cultural diversity,
written as:
Divj = 1 −

X

s2ij ,

i = 1, . . . , I and j = 1, . . . , J,

(1)

i=1

where sij is the share of group i over the total population in a specific region j. Div is
region-specific, and measures the probability that two randomly selected individuals from
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a given area will not belong to the same group.6 In our study, we use this fractionalization
index to measure cultural diversity and we classify groups by country of origin. The
higher the Divj , the more fragmented into groups the area is.
The second concept, cultural distance, is carefully explored in this study. To quantify
cultural distance, we employ the responses to attitudinal survey questions from the
European Social Survey (ESS). In general, culture is a collective identity based on certain
norms, values and beliefs. This informal yet widely accepted definition supports the use
of attitudinal surveys, because it is the most straightforward manifestation of people’s
perception of norms, values and beliefs. This conforms with the ESS database, where
one of the aims is “to monitor and interpret changing public attitudes and values within
Europe”. Furthermore, using attitudinal responses has a solid theoretical foundation.
Individual attitudes are to a large extent shaped by intrinsic cultural characteristics.
Notably, Hofstede et al. (2010) have argued that similar attitudes and beliefs are driven
by the collective “mental programming” of people with a similar cultural background.7
Immigrants’ self-identities are taken to be two-dimensional: the perception of the cultural
value of one’s country of origin and the dichotomous perception of being an immigrant
or not. We use two distance measures to make this distinction in self-identity. Firstly,
“Bilateral Cultural Distance” (hereafter denoted as BCD), which is constructed to
measure the cultural distance between a migrant’s own ethnic group i and the native
group in the receiving region j, written as:

BCDij = |Attitudesi − Attitudesj |,

6

(2)

The measurement of cultural diversity captures more than merely the fractionalization index. See
Montalvo and Reynal-querol (2005) or Ager and Brückner (2013) for a discussion of polarization; and
Nijkamp and Poot (2013) for an overview of cultural diversity measures, where they consider, in turn,
abundance, dispersion and socio-cultural distance-related measures of diversity.
7
Examples of using indicators of individual values and beliefs to measure culture can be found in Belot
and Ederveen (2012); Grief (1994); Tabellini (2010); Tadesse and White (2009).
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where BCDij is a between-group measure, involving both origin i and destination j.
Secondly, “Average Cultural Distance” (hereafter denoted as ACD), which is constructed
as a weighted average value of all the cultural distances between every immigrant m and
the native culture in the receiving region j (weights denoted as pm ), written as:

ACDj =

X

pm · |Attitudesm − Attitudesj |,

(3)

m living in j

where ACDj is a region-specific measure (similar to cultural diversity), describing the
overall cultural proximity level between the natives and the residing immigrants as a
whole.
More details about the ESS data set and how we use attitudinal responses to construct
cultural distance variables will be discussed further in Section 4.

3 Empirical Model

The equilibrium sorting model proposed by Bayer et al. (2004a) is the starting point for
our methodological framework. We use it to examine migrants’ heterogeneous preferences
and the contribution of cultural composition to regional attractiveness.8

3.1 The equilibrium sorting model

We model a population of migrants, indexed by m = 1, . . . , M . Their countries of birth
are indexed by i = 1, . . . , I and they have to choose a destination from all possible
alternatives, indexed by j = 1, . . . , J. Each migrant maximizes her indirect utility
8

This differentiated “product” approach is typically referred to as the Berry-Levinsohn-Pakes (BLP)
approach (Berry et al., 1995), and has recently been applied to a number of empirical studies (Klaiber
and Phaneuf, 2010; Murdock, 2006; van Duijn and Rouwendal, 2012).
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function in choosing destinations:

max Vmij,t = αm Zj,t−1 + γPij,t−1 + ηj,t + εmij,t .
j

(4)

The indirect utility migrant m from country i derives from living in region j at time
t depends firstly on a number of regional characteristics and amenities Zj,t−1 (such as
GDP, unemployment ratio, cultural diversity Divj , average cultural distance ACDj , etc.)
observed at time t − 1, and secondly, on certain pair-specific information Pij,t−1 (such
as bilateral cultural distance BCDij ) at time t − 1. For simplicity, we omit the time
subscript t in the subsequent text.
The valuation parameter αm is then written as a function of the migrants’ individual
characteristics Xm , including age, gender, education, occupation, etcetera, written as:

αm = β0 + β(Xm − X).

(5)

The error structure in the indirect utility function is composed of both regional characteristics ηj , which we do not observe9 , and individual-specific errors εmij .
We rewrite our indirect utility function by substituting equation (5) into equation (4):

Vmij = λj + (Xm − X)βZj + γPij + εmij ,

(6)

λj = β0 Zj + ηj .

(7)

with

We estimate the model in two stages. Assuming that the εmij ’s are distributed as a Type
9

These regional unobserved characteristics (which are observed by the migrants) might include social
tensions, cultural or natural amenities, and specific (regional) institutional settings.
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I Extreme Value distribution, equation (6) is estimated accordingly as a multinomial
logit model with alternative-specific constants in the first stage. These constants (the
λj ’s as specified in equation (7)) measure a region’s attractiveness. The coefficients β
measure the interaction parameters which describe heterogeneous preferences for different
regional characteristics and amenities, while the coefficients γ measure the impact of
pair-specific variables Pij .
In a nutshell, the first stage aims to tease out the heterogeneous preferences of migrants in
choosing destinations, while the subsequent second stage is of more interest to us, because
it aims to explain the contribution of cultural composition to regional attractiveness.
In the second stage, the estimated λj ’s are further regressed on Zj . We have to deal
with endogeneity problems in this step, since the unobserved regional characteristics (ηj )
are very likely to be correlated with both the regressors (Zj ) and regional attractiveness
(λj ).

3.2 Endogeneity and artificial instrumental variables

As previously mentioned, unobserved heterogeneity may cause an estimation bias. Therefore, we resort to instrumental variable (IV) estimation. The compositional amenity
we are most interested in is the ACD index. If, for whatever reason (but not for the
ACD index nor for other observed variables), many immigrants with similar cultural
characteristics choose region j, then our coefficient for the ACD index is biased upwards.
The unobserved characteristics ηj ’s then lead to an overestimate of the coefficient βACD .
Similarly, if unobserved regional characteristics cause migrants with different cultural
characteristics to choose region j, our coefficient for the ACD index is biased downwards.
To solve for this, we instrument the ACD index by using an artificial instrument—where
we argue that our instrument is correlated with the region’s cultural composition but not
directly with its present attractiveness to potential migrants.

10

The instrument we use is an artificial constructed vector ACD∗ solved from the multinomial logit model while forcing the unobserved heterogeneity η to be zero. This method
was used previously in Bayer et al. (2004a) to deal with the correlation between price
and unobserved housing and neighbourhood quality.10 In our work, an instrument is
constructed by solving for the vector of ACD that will clear the market11 , if there were
no unobserved heterogeneity.
To do so, we first define πmj to be the probability that migrant m chooses region j. If
the freedom of movement assumption is not violated, then the following equalities have
to hold:
P OPj =

M
X

πmj ,

(8)

m=1

where P OPj denotes the total population of immigrants living in region j observed in
our sample. We now impose that ηj is zero and define a new variable ACD∗ as the
instrument for ACD. Now, rewrite equation (8) as:


P OPj =

X
m

exp wjm (ACD∗ )
PJ

j=1 exp




,

wjm (ACD∗ )

for m in j,

(9)

where wjm is the deterministic part of equation (6), with the variable for ACD replaced
by ACD∗ . If ACD∗ is the solution for which the equalities (9) hold, we have then found
an instrumental variable that is, by definition, uncorrelated with ηj , and should in theory
be related to the ACD index. This approach requires an iterative procedure for both
steps. Initial values of βk0 are obtained by estimating equation (7) using OLS, while the
initial value of λj is the predicted value according to OLS coefficients. The estimates of
βk0 , λj , together with all β coefficients from equation (6), are then used to calculate a
10

See also Bayer et al. (2004b) for an application to school quality, and van Duijn and Rouwendal (2012)
for an application to cultural heritage.
11
We consider living in a region is a product to be purchased by migrants, and each migrant only
purchases one unit product with a particular package of regional characteristics and amenities. The
local authorities provide the products in the market by making production decisions on what packages
of characteristics and amenities are to be assembled (Rosen, 1974).
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new ACD∗ in the equalities in equation (9), after imposing ηj = 0 for all j. The new
vector we have solved is then used as an instrumental variable for the ACD index in
equation (7). The β0 coefficients are then updated as 2SLS coefficients. The new values
of β0 ’s and λj are again inserted into equation (9) in the same way as before. This
process is repeated, until the procedure leads to convergence which yields the artificial
instrument ACD∗ .
To summarize, the artificial instrumental variable created can be regarded as the exogenous
component of the ACD index (it is by definition independent of unobserved heterogeneity).
Moreover, it should be correlated with the observed value of ACD. Consequently, it
is a plausible instrument to be used in an instrumental variable estimation. Although
cultural diversity is of less interest to us, we use the same iterative procedure to find an
instrument for the Div index. Hence, we have (theoretically) valid instruments for both
the ACD and the Div variable, which are otherwise most likely to be endogenous in the
second-stage estimation.

4 Data and Variables

A full estimation of the model requires three types of data: the individual sociodemographic characteristics Xm ; the regional characteristics and amenities Zj ; and
origin-destination specific information Pij . The European Social Survey (ESS) Multilevel
Data is a rich data set that is consistent with our research goals. It is a merged database
that links individuals to their corresponding contextual information, both regionally and
nationally. Up until now, Round 4 in year 2008 and Round 5 in year 2010 are available
as cross-sectional data, which contain respectively, 56,752 and 50,781 respondents. In
addition, the geodesic distances between countries are provided by VU Geoplaza, and
regional characteristics of sectoral composition are supplemented by the Cambridge

12

Econometrics database.12

4.1 The sample and the descriptive statistics

An individual is identified as a first-generation immigrant if both she and her parents
were born outside the country of residence. The analysis is carried out on a sample of
first-generation immigrants from the ESS Round 5, who were at least 18 years old at
the time of immigration.13 We are then left with a sample of 1,935, who were most
likely to make the immigration decision on the basis of regional or urban attractiveness
(other than family ties). The living areas of the sample cover 61 regions at the NUTS114
level in 20 countries in Europe: Belgium, Bulgaria, Switzerland, Cyprus, Czech Republic,
Germany, Denmark, Spain, Finland, France, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, the Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Sweden, Slovenia and Slovakia.
The individual socio-demographic characteristics Xm include gender, education, marital
status, age when immigrated, occupation, income and household composition. Table 1
shows that immigrants mainly work in the manufacturing and service sectors. Moreover,
on average immigrants earn less than natives.

[INSERT TABLE 1 HERE]

The regional characteristics Zj come from the ESS Round 4 in year 2008 and the Cambidge
Eonometrics database. Our analysis includes: population density; gross enrollment ratio;
unemployment ratio; life expectancy; period growth rates of agriculture; manufacturing
and service sectors; institutional quality; and a capital dummy for each NUTS1 region.
12

More details can be found in http://geoplaza.ubvu.vu.nl and http://www.camecon.com/.
Individuals who were younger than 18 are unlikely to have made an independent migration decision.
14
The Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics, NUTS, is a geocode standard for referencing the
administrative divisions of countries for statistical purposes, developed by the European Union.
13

13

Cultural diversity, as one of the compositional amenities, is measured by the index of
fractionalization, as mentioned in Section 2. The other compositional amenity, ACD,
will be further elaborated in the next subsection.
As pair-specific information Pij , we include three variables in our analysis. To measure
the network effect, the first variable is the diaspora from country i living in region j,
where we use the ESS Round 4 data to calculate the share of different ethnic groups in a
specific region. The second variable is the geodesic distance between country i and region
j, where we use the data from VU Geoplaza to calculate the distance matrix. We add
it to measure how geographical proximity affects migrants’ choice. The third variable
is the bilateral cultural distance (BCD) between country i and region j, which will be
further elaborated in the next subsection as well.
Finally, to make all coefficients comparable, we standardize all variables.

4.2 The construction of cultural distance variables

In Section 2, we briefly discussed the validity of using attitudinal responses to quantify
cultural distance. The ESS Round 4 collects attitudinal responses from surveys on the
basic values and beliefs of individuals, and these questions cover a wide range of issues.
In our analysis, we chose 116 questions covering individual attitudes towards (1) the
media and social trust; (2) politics; (3) subjective well-being, social exclusion, religion,
national and ethnic identity; and (4) human values.15 Most of the questions are phrased
as a plain statement. In most cases, the respondents were asked to indicate the extent of
agreement on a scale of 0-10. One illustrative example is presented below:
“Using this card, please tell me on a score of 0-10 how much you personally
trust each of the institutions I read out. 0 means you do not trust an institution
15

A selection of survey questions and the average responses can be found in Table 7 in the Appendix.
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at all, and 10 means you have complete trust.”
A principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted to summarize all these attitudinal
responses.16 PCA reduces these responses into fewer principal components (F1 , . . . , FQ )
for each individual, where Q is the number of components. Q is chosen to be the number
of factors with eigenvalues over 1, and is set to be 29 in our subsequent analysis for 116
attitudinal responses. These components explain around 60% of the variation of the
responses. PCA is able to reduce multiple dimensions to a great extent, while it also
circumnavigates multicollinearity of the responses.
We use the inverse of the inclusion probabilities as weights p. F m and F n are both Q × 1
vectors, denoting cultural principal components for the migrant indexed by m, and for
the native indexed by n. A representative native in region j has a principal component
F j , which is equal to the weighted average of F n in region j (F j =

P

n∈j

pn · F n ), while

a representative migrant originally from country i has a principal component F i , which
is equal to the weighted average of F m from country i (F i =

P

m∈i pm

· F m ).

The bilateral cultural distance BCDij between the mainstream culture of origin i and
that of region j is then measured by group distances:17

BCDij = |F i − F j |.

(10)

The average cultural distance ACDj for region j needs to take into account every
individual-specific cultural distance existing in the region. Therefore ACD is defined as
a weighted average of cultural distance between F j and every immigrant F m living in
16
17

See Tubadji and Nijkamp (2014) for an example of PCA in cultural impact analysis.
We use Euclidean distance, e.g.
|F a − F b | =

q

a
b 2
(F1a − F1b )2 + · · · + (FQ
− FQ
) .

An alternative definition of bilateral cultural distance BCDmj between migrant’s individual attitudes
and region j’s mainstream culture has also been tried out, and the results do not differ from BCDij .
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region j, written as:
ACDj =

X

pm · |F m − F j |.

(11)

m living in j

Figure 1 shows the map of cultural diversity and average cultural distance at the NUTS1
level. The patterns of the two cultural composition indicators are quite different. There
is a sharp contrast between the regions in terms of cultural diversity, while the changes
are much more moderate in terms of ACD. Generally speaking, Western Europe is
much more culturally diversified than Eastern Europe. Ireland and the Nordic countries
are also highly culturally diversified. This fits our common impression that popular
migration destinations are always marked by high cultural diversity. Regions in the
Nordic countries, Switzerland, Ireland, and Madrid score relatively low in terms of ACD,
indicating a more similar cultural composition, while regions in France, Germany, Greece,
and Romania are characterized by a relatively high ACD.

[INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE]

It is noteworthy that a fractionalized composition does not necessarily imply a high degree
of ACD as we might initially think. Some regions in Eastern Europe (Romania, Poland
and Bulgaria) have a low degree of cultural diversity, but the cultural distances between
the natives and the immigrants are substantial. Belgium and Switzerland, however,
remain low in ACD, even though they are the most culturally diversified regions in
Europe.

5 Estimation Results

This section presents and discusses the results of the sorting model estimation for the
European regions using the above-mentioned ESS data set. The estimation is implemented
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in two stages, where the results in the first stage refer to the migrants’ heterogeneous
preferences, while the results in the second stage explain how societal cultural composition
contributes to regional or urban attractiveness.

5.1 First stage

The first stage of the estimation procedure yields 132 coefficients on terms that interact
with individual characteristics across different regional characteristics18 , and also 3
coefficients for the three pair-specific variables (Pij ). This permits greater flexibility
in modelling the heterogeneous preferences of migrants. The first stage also addresses
regional attractiveness (the region specific λ) across alternatives and prepares for the
second stage of the estimation.
In the first stage, the heterogeneous preferences for compositional amenities is of particular interest to us. Table 2 reports some significant cross effects of immigrants and
compositional amenities. Younger migrants and those without children have a preference
for regions with high cultural diversity compared with their counterparts. The higher the
regional ACD is, the less attractive it is to older migrants, agricultural workers, females,
and EU migrants.

[INSERT TABLE 2 HERE]

There are three estimates, γ, for the pair-specific variables. The ethnic-specific network
has a positive effect in attracting migrants of its own ethnicity. Secondly, the smaller
the BCD is between a migrant’s host culture and the region’s mainstream culture, the
more likely she will be moving there. Thirdly, being close to a region greatly increases
18

There are 12 variables for individual characteristics Xm , and 11 variables for regional characteristics
and amenities Zj , respectively. The full estimation results for all variables are available on request.
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the probability of moving there. It is noteworthy that cultural proximity is valued about
three times higher than geographical proximity by migrants.
Figure 2 shows the relative attractiveness of the NUTS1 regions, based on the alternativespecific constants λj . Again, the colours of the Western European areas are darker
than those of the Eastern European areas. Ireland and the Nordic countries turn out
to have a high regional attractiveness. To determine the relationship between cultural
compositional amenities and regional attractiveness is not as simple as merely comparing
Figure 1 and Figure 2. Therefore, we need to proceed to the second stage, and explore the
relative contribution of different characteristics and amenities to regional attractiveness
λj .

[INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE]

5.2 Second stage

The second stage of the estimation procedure is presented in Table 3. The dependent
variable is obtained from the first stage as alternative-specific constants (λ), which
imply regional attractiveness. The regressors are regional characteristics and amenities:
population density; gross enrollment ratio; unemployment; life expectancy; institutional
quality; capital, annual growth of each sector; cultural diversity; and average cultural
distance. The OLS results in columns(1) and (2) show the positive impact of cultural
diversity and the negative impact of average cultural distance. The order of magnitude
becomes slightly lower when we control for country fixed effects, but the estimates still
remain significant. In the following specifications, we deal with unobserved heterogeneity
as discussed in Section 3.2 and use our artificial instrumental variables. In columns
(3) and (4), the artificial instrumental variable alone performs well, as shown in the
diagnostic statistics. The F-test statistics in the auxiliary regression are 8.20, implying

18

a high level of relevance. The instrument, which is the equilibrium ACD value, is, by
definition, orthogonal to unobserved heterogeneity but relevant to the observed ACD in
reality. Interestingly, the negative impact of average cultural distance becomes stronger
in both specifications compared with the OLS estimates. Columns (5) and (6), where
both Div and ACD are instrumented, seem to be qualitatively similar to columns (3)
and (4).

[INSERT TABLE 3 HERE]

In all specifications, the two indicators of cultural composition are considered as endogenous variables to be instrumented. Ottaviano and Peri (2005b) and some subsequent
studies have used historical population share information and geography (distance to
gateway cities, etc.) as instruments.19 Our artificial instrument variables for cultural
composition work at least as good as the instruments used in previous research. Other
regional variables are also possibly endogenous, but only in the long run. Most of the
economic indicators are held invariant over a short period of time, and we therefore take
these as exogenous controls.
In general, the order of magnitude of the ACD index increases in the IV estimation
compared with the OLS estimation. Migrants appear to sort into the same region due to
unobserved heterogeneity, and ACD matters even more for regional attractiveness when
we have controlled for sorting. Given a certain level of cultural diversity, a relatively
homogeneous cultural composition is a powerful attractor for future migrants. The policy
implication is clear. “Civic integration” and “multiculturalism” are not necessarily at odds
with each other. Both of them are beneficial for regions to increase their attractiveness.
Clearly, this finding suggests that an immigration department might seek to enhance
19

We also tried traditional instrumental variables in the analysis, e.g. geographical features of regions as
in Monfort (2009). The instruments were less strongly correlated with the two indicators of cultural
composition with less significant but qualitatively similar results. The estimation results are available
on request.
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the immigrants’ learning of the official language and their acknowledgment of the host
country society’s basic norms and values. On the other hand, promoting educational
penetration among immigrants could be a policy instrument to promote the immigrants’
social assimilation. Cameron et al. (2012) do indeed show that the more education
received, the more the immigrants behave like the natives.
Our results are consistent with the findings by Card et al. (2012), who find that compositional concerns are more important than economic concerns. Immigration reshapes
the composition of local population to a great extent, and this has gradually raised up
an issue noticed by both natives and immigrants. Cultural diversity is indeed conducive
to migration, yet may be accompanied by more social problems if the native group and
the immigrant group are too dissimilar in culture. Saiz and Wachter (2011) also made
the point that citizens’ concerns seem to be strongly oriented towards localized social
interactions. The higher the level of the ACD index, the more likely is the occurrence of
unrest and social tension.

5.3 Language

So far, we have not considered any language-related information. But language is a
substantial factor in the choice of migration destination (Fafchamps and Shilpi, 2013),
especially in the multilingual European context—both within countries and within some
regions. We chose a subsample of EU migrants20 , and created a dummy for being able to
speak the native language in the receiving area.
The regressions for the EU sample also test the validity of the freedom of movement
assumption, because they face largely similar immigration policies and political envi20

An estimation of a discrete choice model requires variation within each individual’s choice set. The
language dummy is quite unlikely to vary for non-EU migrants. Therefore, we drop non-EU migrants
for this extension.
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ronments. In the choice of migration destination, the potential set of regions available
to migrants differs due to legal barriers for migration and migration costs (e.g. visa
application). This ensures the homogeneity of the choice set to some extent. 55 NUTS1
regions are analysed in this specification.

[INSERT TABLE 4 HERE]

In the first stage, the estimates for the heterogeneous preferences β’s do not change much,
but the estimates for the γ’s do change. Table 4 shows language as a positive pulling
factor to attract migrants. Even when controlling for language, BCD is still a concern
for EU migrants. The estimates for network effects and geodesic distance are no longer
significant. In the second stage, the estimates for the β0 ’s are consistent with those for
the whole sample, with higher orders of magnitudes. EU migrants seem to be especially
concerned about regional composition amenities, and the ACD turns out to be a crucial
factor in contributing to regional attractiveness.

5.4 Spatial extension

Finally, we extend our model by considering the possible presence of spatial autocorrelation: namely, that the impact of the cultural environment can possibly extend over
geographical boundaries. Thus, a region could generally be regarded as more attractive
when being close to another attractive region and migrants might therefore choose to
live close to a region which has their desired societal cultural composition. To take
into account the possibility that the attractiveness of a specific region may be partially
affected by its surrounding regions, the baseline model is extended by including the
neighbouring regions’ attractiveness λ, weighted by a contiguity matrix W. We now
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utilize a spatial autoregressive model (SAR: Anselin, 1988),

λ = ρWλ + βZ + u

(12)

In our spatial econometric specifications, 57 regions at the NUTS1 level from 19 countries
are considered. As can be seen in equation 5, the estimates for Div and ACD still remain
significant at the 0.05 level, consistent with our main findings in Table 3. In columns
(1) and (2), the socio-cultural composition can exert a sufficient impact on neighboring
regions. When allowing for both country fixed and regional dependence in column (3)
in Table 5, our results still hold. However, both Div and ACD have smaller values
compared with those in column (6) in Table 3. Thus, the impact of the socio-cultural
composition is clearly diluted by allowing for the neighbouring regions’ attractiveness.

[INSERT TABLE 5 HERE]

In column (3), ρ becomes insignificant in the fixed effect specification, indicating that
the impact of the socio-cultural composition is more affected by spatial heterogeneity
than by spatial auto-correlation. Regional attractiveness hinges heavily upon countries’
institutional settings.

6 Robustness Checks

In this section, some further checks are made to validate our main findings. Three issues
are of particular interest to us. Firstly, does the date of collecting respondents’ attitudinal
responses matter for the result? Secondly, how valid is the constructed ACD index in
our analysis and is the result subject to the selection of the cultural variables? Thirdly,
how can we adjust for between-group cultural distances among immigrants?
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Since a cross-sectional data set is used for the empirical analysis, these attitudinal answers
in the ESS Round 4 were not collected at the time of the migration decision.21 If migrants’
values and beliefs converge to the regional mainstream culture over the years, the true
ACD index should be much larger due to assimilation. This is an important problem,
because around 60% of the migrants in our sample immigrated over 10 years ago. To
minimize the assimilation effect to the least possible extent while still preserving sufficient
individuals in the sample, we selected a subsample of migrants who have just immigrated
in the most recent decade (years 2000–2010).
The estimation is implemented on a subsample of 825 recent migrants in 55 NUTS1
regions. In the first stage, the network effect turns out to be insignificant, but cultural
proximity and geographical proximity still matter. It is quite intuitive that earlier
migrants (from, say, the 1990s or earlier) rely heavily on the ethnic network, while recent
migrants rely relatively less on ethnic networks. We employ the specification in which we
control for country fixed effects, and use the two artificial instruments in the second stage.
The estimates for both Div and ACD keep the same signs, and the estimate for Div
increases. Seemingly, cultural diversity is attractive to recent migrants, while average
cultural distance is still taken into account by them. In addition, the β estimates for
migrants in the most recent decade do not differ significantly from the estimates for the
whole sample, and this validates the stable preference pattern assumption.
We now proceed to the second issue. A subset of attitudinal responses is chosen to validate
the constructed ACD index. The advantage of the ESS is the richness of its information
that provides a quantitative description of cultural distances between individuals. In
the main regression, we used all attitudes related to culture. In doing so, we focus more
on cultural differences among individuals, yet less on mapping the attitudes to certain
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This issue also applies to other regional characteristics. Since more of them remain relatively invariant
over time (e.g. sectoral growth), we focus only on the ACD variable which is most likely to bias the
results.
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cultural qualities. However, in previous cultural-related literature (Grief, 1994; Tabellini,
2010; Tadesse and White, 2009), researchers are more specific in choosing cultural-specific
questions that embody certain cultural qualities.
Trust, control, respect, and obedience are four features that have been directly used before
to proxy culture. We chose the related questions from the ESS that reveal attitudes to
these features. As is shown in Table 6, natives and immigrants differ greatly in terms
of the four features except with respect to obedience. The new ACD index still has
significant variation. We repeat our previous regressions. The IV estimates for Div and
ACD keep the same signs as the main findings, but both have a lower order of magnitude,
respectively 0.40 and −0.33. The change should be attributed to a smaller variation
of the new ACD index, since fewer attitudinal questions were selected. The cultural
difference is weakened in this scenario, so it has a much more moderate effect on regional
attractiveness.

[INSERT TABLE 6 HERE]

Finally, we replace the ACD index with the mean variation of attitudes principal
components in a specific region. Instead of focusing on the distinction of the native
group and the immigrant group, this crude measure takes into account every individual’s
attitudes (including those of the natives) regardless of the country of origin. This measure
quantifies the degree of heterogeneity within a society and yields similar results as column
(5) and (6) in Table 3.
In summary, our main results are robust, when we take into account the possible
assimilation of migrants, the selection of attitudinal responses, and an alternative way to
describe cultural composition. The stable preference pattern assumption seem to be valid
in our case. The timing issue of responses collected does not weaken our main finding.
Using attitudinal responses in the ESS Round 4 in year 2008, we might underestimate the
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true ACD index at the time of their immigration. When we carry out the analysis with
the subsample of migrants in the most recent decade, the conclusion remains relatively
robust. Secondly, in accordance with the previous literature, we try to map cultural
qualities to these attitudinal responses. Though the new constructed ACD index has
lower variation, it still leads to significant results with more moderate estimates. Finally,
to correct for between-group distances among immigrants, we tried a crude measure that
takes into account every individual’s attitudinal responses. The results are consistent
with the main analysis.

7 Concluding Remarks

Our research has investigated whether migrants are attracted by a region’s socio-cultural
composition. We focused primarily on the impact of cultural distance. Theoretically, its
impact is ambiguous at first sight. On the one hand, a large cultural distance enriches
societal norms, values and beliefs, and people might perceive large average cultural
distance as a positive amenity. On the other hand, these wide cultural gaps between
natives and immigrants may breed miscommunication, misunderstandings, and social
conflict.
By studying a sample of 1,935 first-generation immigrants above 18 years old from
the European Social Survey Round 5, we first looked at how individuals made their
migration destination choice on the basis of regional characteristics and societal cultural
compositions. In general, migrants prefer to move to regions with a cultural background
similar to themselves, and this holds especially for EU migrants. Younger migrants have
a higher tolerance for regional average cultural distance than older migrants. We also
find that migrants are more likely to choose regions geographically close to their country
of origin. The network effect is an important factor for the earlier generation of migrants,
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and non-EU migrants are influenced by it much more than EU migrants. Although
the analysis is limited to the sample of migrants who have already made the move, it
has implications for future migrants’ destination choices, who have similar preference
patterns.
In the second stage, we compared the attractiveness of 61 regions at the NUTS1 level
in 20 European countries, and identified the contribution of cultural diversity and
average cultural distance to regional or urban attractiveness. We found a significant
and robust negative correlation between average cultural distance and attractiveness,
while cultural diversity has a positive impact, as confirmed by previous studies. These
impacts can extend outside the local area and increase (or decrease) neighbouring regions’
attractiveness. These results are robust to the period of migration, whether migrants
originate from the EU and to variations in the construction of average cultural distance.
From a policy perspective, given the premise that local authorities would like to attract
more migrants, it seems to be plausible to enhance cultural integration and assimilation
as a marginal attraction force. We note that this is not necessarily opposed to increasing
cultural diversity, because diversity only refers to the proportion of people from different
ethnicities. The thrust of integration is to narrow the cultural distance between immigrants and the host society, and to make immigrants understand a country’s social norms,
principles, and institutions.22 Not only do the immigrants who already reside within a
region then derive higher utilities, but also do future incoming immigrants.

22

Joppke (2012) mentioned that language and religion as two critical cultural differences that are hard
to be integrated.
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Figure 1: CD and ACD of NUTS1 regions in Europe
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Figure 2: Relative attractiveness of NUTS1 regions, based on the alternative-specific
constants λj
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Tables
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Individual Characteristics

Female
Educated years
Married
Age when immigrated
Work in agriculture industry
Work in manufacturing industry
Work in service sector
High income earner
Number of household members
With children
Originally from EU countries
Observations

mean
0.56
13.10
0.43
28.76
0.03
0.23
0.65
0.27
2.80
0.48
0.42
1935

sd
0.50
4.53
0.50
9.38
0.16
0.42
0.48
0.44
1.45
0.50
0.49

min
0
0
0
18
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

max
1
40
1
84
1
1
1
1
12
1
1

Married: dummy equal to 1 if respondent is married, in a civil
partnership, separated (still legally married), or separated (still in a
civil partnership).
Work in agriculture industry: dummy equal to 1 if respondent is
working in agriculture, forestry, fishing, mining, extraction of crude
petroleum and natural gas, mining and related service activity.
Work in manufacturing industry: dummy equal to 1 if respondent
is working in manufacture of food, beverages, tobacco, textiles,
apparel, wood, paper products, fuel, chemical products, metals,
machinery,television, vehicles, furniture, transport equipment, etc.
Work in service sector: dummy equal to 1 if respondent is working in
media, post and telecommunications, finance, insurance, real estate
activities, research, public administration, education, recreational
activities, sales, trade, hotels, restaurants, etc.
High income earner: self-reported percentiles of the whole household’s
total income, after tax and compulsory deductions, from all sources.
Dummy equal to 1 if respondent reported their income above median.
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Table 2: First-Stage Estimation (selected results): β for interaction terms, and γ for
pair-specific variables
Cultural Diversity

Average Cultural Distance

-0.210∗∗ (0.021)

-0.273∗∗ (0.041)

Agriculture worker

-0.023 (0.044)

-0.120∗∗ (0.046)

Female

-0.067 (0.043)

-0.146∗∗ (0.040)

-0.131+ (0.062)

-0.034 (0.196)

-0.086 (0.069)

-0.297∗ (0.131)

β
Age when immigrated

With children
Originally from EU
γ
Network effect

0.270∗∗ (0.071)

Bilateral cultural distance

-6.729∗∗ (1.146)

Geodesic distance

-1.819∗∗ (0.317)

Observations
Regions
Log lik.

1935
61
-5242.028

Network effect/diaspora effect: the population share of one’s own ethnic group in other regions.
Standard errors in parentheses.
+

p < 0.1,

∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗

p < 0.01.
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Table 3: Second Stage Estimation: β0 for regional characteristics and amenities
(1)
OLS
-0.189
(0.140)

(2)
OLS
-0.223
(0.148)

(3)
IV
-0.032
(0.325)

(4)
IV
-0.192+
(0.106)

(5)
IV
-0.679
(0.617)

(6)
IV
-0.585
(0.357)

Gross enrollment ratio

0.260+
(0.143)

0.594∗∗
(0.157)

0.089
(0.165)

0.555∗∗
(0.146)

0.010
(0.195)

0.238
(0.211)

Unemployment

-0.342∗
(0.137)

-0.280+
(0.161)

-0.329
(0.289)

-0.299∗
(0.132)

-0.171
(0.238)

-0.499∗
(0.214)

Life expectancy

0.075
(0.326)

-0.305
(0.344)

0.302
(0.397)

-0.303
(0.247)

0.024
(0.428)

-0.873∗
(0.396)

Growth of Agri.

0.195
(0.210)

0.352∗
(0.132)

0.336
(0.218)

0.386∗∗
(0.110)

0.491+
(0.259)

0.600∗∗
(0.215)

Growth of Manu.

0.179+
(0.096)

-0.247
(0.170)

0.140
(0.143)

-0.238+
(0.130)

-0.059
(0.224)

-0.432
(0.265)

Growth of Ser.

0.097
(0.178)

0.125
(0.146)

-0.003
(0.330)

0.108
(0.112)

-0.196
(0.366)

-0.159
(0.214)

Capital dummy

0.427∗∗
(0.132)

0.118
(0.133)

0.291+
(0.166)

0.112
(0.097)

0.086
(0.167)

0.190
(0.172)

Institutional quality

0.365
(0.295)

0.200
(0.272)

0.088
(0.451)

0.245
(0.178)

-0.179
(0.518)

-0.120
(0.497)

Cultural diversity

0.332∗
(0.121)

0.236+
(0.132)

0.164
(0.219)

0.206∗
(0.099)

1.401+
(0.754)

1.057∗
(0.495)

Average cultural distance

-0.429∗∗
(0.094)

-0.268∗∗
(0.095)

-1.539∗∗
(0.492)

-0.397∗
(0.171)

-1.737∗∗
(0.590)

-0.725∗
(0.308)

Constant

-0.396∗
(0.168)
61
0.727
N
-

0.622∗
(0.231)
61
0.954
Y
-

-0.396∗∗
(0.123)
61
0.255
N
N
Y

61
0.854
Y
N
Y

-0.396∗∗
(0.140)
61
-0.292
N
Y
Y

61
0.462
Y
Y
Y

-

-

8.20
Reject
Reject

3.57
Reject
Reject

5.25
8.98
Reject
Reject

1.70
3.02
Reject
Reject

Population density

Observations
R2
Country fixed effect
Div instrumented
ACD instrumented
F-test of excluded instruments
For ACD
For Div
Underidentification test
Weak identification test

H0 of the underidentification test: matrix of reduced form coefficients has rank=K-1 (underidentified).
H0 of the weak identification test: equation is weakly identified.
Standard errors in parentheses.
+

p < 0.1,

∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗

p < 0.01.
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Table 4: First-Stage Estimation for EU subsample
γ
Network effect

0.270 (0.177)

Bilateral cultural distance

0.364+ (0.221)

Geodesic distance

-0.065 (0.240)

Language

1.497∗∗ (0.103)

Observations
Regions

825
55

Network effect/diaspora effect: the population share of one’s own ethnic
group in other regions.
Language: dummy equals 1 if respondent can speak the language of the
receiving areas.
Standard errors in parentheses.
+
p < 0.1, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table 5: Spatial Autoregressive Model
(1)
λ
-0.489∗∗
(0.107)

(2)
λ
-0.614∗∗
(0.112)

(3)
λ
-0.290∗∗
(0.053)

Population density

-0.226+
(0.124)

-0.352∗
(0.144)

-0.270∗∗
(0.098)

Gross enrollment ratio

0.284∗∗
(0.090)

0.258∗∗
(0.097)

0.578∗∗
(0.071)

Unemployment

-0.227∗
(0.107)

-0.205+
(0.116)

-0.211+
(0.109)

Life expectancy

-0.141
(0.149)

-0.199
(0.163)

-0.202
(0.235)

Growth of Agr.

0.221∗
(0.094)

0.266∗∗
(0.102)

0.366∗∗
(0.083)

Growth of Manu.

-0.040
(0.132)

-0.062
(0.142)

-0.258∗
(0.104)

Growth of Ser.

0.250∗
(0.123)

0.191
(0.133)

0.172
(0.133)

Capital dummy

0.404∗∗
(0.110)

0.329∗∗
(0.120)

0.091
(0.106)

Institutional stability

0.501∗∗
(0.146)

0.461∗∗
(0.158)

0.342+
(0.185)

Cultural diversity

0.276∗
(0.118)

0.537∗∗
(0.165)

0.244∗
(0.105)

Constant

-0.275∗∗
(0.093)
0.384∗∗
(0.104)
57
N
Y
N

-0.301∗∗
(0.100)
0.329∗∗
(0.111)
57
Y
Y
N

0.651∗∗
(0.236)
0.046
(0.103)
57
Y
Y
Y

Average cultural distance

ρ
Observations
Div instrumented
ACD instrumented
Country fixed effects

The 4 NUTS1 regions in Greece are left out in the spatial
autoregressive model due to missing data in world distance
matrix.
Standard errors in parentheses.
+
p < 0.1, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table 6: A Subset of Attitudinal Responses
Natives
mean
4.68

Immigrants
mean
5.01

t-test
-0.33∗∗∗

Important to make own decisions and be free

2.27

2.17

0.10∗∗∗

Important to help people and care for others’ well-being

2.27

2.15

0.12∗∗∗

Important to do what is told and follow rules

3.01

3.02

-0.01

51617

4904

Most people can be trusted or you can’t be too careful

Observations

The table is made from ESS Round 4 using the whole sample. The immigrants here are defined as those
who were not born in the country of residence.
Standard errors in parentheses.
∗
p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001.
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Table 7: Attitudinal Responses
Natives

Immigrants

Mean

Mean

t-test

TV watching, total time (0-7)

4.43

4.33

0.10∗∗

Radio listening, total time (0-7)

2.79

2.48

0.31∗∗∗

Newspaper reading, total time (0-7)

1.31

1.30

0.01

4.68

5.02

-0.34∗∗∗

4.56

4.86

-0.30∗∗∗

2.64

2.59

0.05∗∗∗

Trust in the country’s parliament (0-10)

4.21

4.49

-0.29∗∗∗

Trust in the legal system (0-10)

4.82

5.27

-0.45∗∗∗

Trust in the police (0-10)

5.50

5.64

-0.15∗∗∗

Trust in political parties (0-10)

3.33

3.72

-0.39∗∗∗

Feel closer to a particular party (1,yes;2,no)

1.50

1.58

-0.08∗∗∗

How satisfied with life as a whole (0-10)

6.55

6.54

0.01

2.45

2.52

-0.07∗∗∗

2.56

2.35

0.212∗∗∗

4.76

5.82

-1.06∗∗∗

5.30

6.29

-0.99∗∗∗

7.00

-0.07∗

Media and Social Trust

Most people can be trusted
(0-10,10 denotes “high trust”)
Most of the time people helpful (0-10)
Politics
How interested in politics
(1-4, 1 denotes “very interested”)

Gays and lesbians free to live life
as they wish (1-5)
Allow many immigrants of different race/ethnic
group from majority (1-4)
Immigration bad or good for country’s economy
(0-10, 10 denotes “good”)
Country’s cultural life enriched by immigrants
(0-10, 10 denotes “agree strongly”)

Subjective Well-Being, Social Exclusion, and Religion
How happy are you (0-10)

6.93
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How often socially meet with friends, relatives or colleagues

4.85

4.72

0.127∗∗∗

1.13

1.17

-0.04∗∗∗

2.70

2.56

0.15∗∗∗

4.87

5.13

-0.25∗∗∗

Important to be creative (1-6, 1 denotes “important”)

2.65

2.60

0.05∗

Important that people are treated equally (1-6)

2.15

2.04

0.11∗∗∗

Important to try new and different things(1-6)

3.00

2.93

0.07∗∗

Important to follow rules (1-6)

3.02

2.97

0.04

Important to be humble and modest (1-6)

2.76

2.60

0.16∗∗∗

Important to have a good time (1-6)

2.99

2.94

0.05∗

Important to make own decisions (1-6)

2.27

2.18

0.09∗∗∗

Important to help people and care for others(1-6)

2.27

2.15

0.12∗∗∗

Important to behave properly (1-6)

2.61

2.49

0.11∗∗∗

Important to get respect from others (1-6)

3.10

2.90

0.20∗∗∗

Important to be loyal to friends (1-6)

2.03

1.97

0.07∗∗∗

Important to follow traditions and customs (1-6)

2.63

2.57

0.06∗∗

52437
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(1-7, 1 denotes “never”)
Anyone with whom to discuss intimate and personal matters with
(1, yes; 2, no)
Take part in social activities compared to others of same age
(1-5,5 denotes “much more than most”)
How religious are you (0-10)
Human Values

Observations
Source: ESS questionnaires.
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